Magical
Transformation
at The Cliff House Hotel, Co Waterford, Ireland
T H U R S D AY 2 7 T H & F R I D AY 2 8 T H M A R C H 2 0 1 4
Dr. Mark Rowe
This residential 2 day event at the 5 Star Cliff Hotel
is packed full of game changing, life enhancing
information that can have a major impact on your
physical, psychological, emotional, and relationship
wellbeing, resulting in a magical transformation in your
life. Delivered in a practical down to earth style by
a well known Irish family doctor, author, thought leader
and healthcare entrepreneur, Dr Mark Rowe, who
brings his insights and 20 years experience of people
and human behaviour to bear; using life changing ideas
about the timeless truths of philosophy, and evidence
based positive psychology and how they apply to your life.
Learn - The power of habit... How to build new habits
and break old ones... set and work towards goals
consistent with your values Psychological fitness...
learn the power of awareness, the importance of your
beliefs, the neuroplasticity of the brain (why the brain is
a muscle that can be strengthened), Emotional vitality...
understand the corrosive toxic nature of negative emotion
and learn about the importance of cultivating enough
positive emotion to offset it (more than you may think!)

Happiness - learn from the latest research about those
things you can do to boost your happiness and wellbeing...
a prescription for happiness, robust relationships.
Learn why they are considered to be the leading indicator
of your wellbeing, learn about the mirror neuron in the
brain and why we really do become our associations.
Real resilience... How to bounce back from adversity.
Building the golden egg of great physical health...
learn the latest evidence about " super foods"
those foods packed full of health giving vitality...,
why you are what you eat.
Learn - why exercise really is the greatest pill of all.
Learn about the impact your environment has on your wellbeing.
Learn about those timeless truths of philosophy and how they
can apply to your life. Learn about "legacy health", how to
ensure your life is one of real significance

Cost: €1000
Value: Priceless
Places Limited to 30
Accommodation for one
night, all meals included.

Learn - the importance of balance, the integrated
interconnected nature of the body, mind, emotions, and
relationships. Encouraging you to become an active
participant in your greatest asset...
your own health and wellbeing.

To book a place contact
Michelle
on +353 51 319500 or
mobrien@rcgp.ie
www.doctormarkrowe.com

F o r H e al th , H appin ess , H igh Pe rfor man c e for L ife!

